Follow the captions
in the panels to
create your own
comic!

COMIC BOOK
ME IN QUARANTINE
WHO ARE YOU?

WHO is with you?
FAVOURITE COLOUR

What you like

What don’t you like

what makes you happy

YOU

YOU

WHAT’s out YOUR WINDOW?

WHO DO YOU MISS?

WHAT DO YOU MISS?

YOUR BEST QUARANTINE MEMORY

For more activities, go to
www.agoraartscircle.com
Share your work with us @agoraartscircle
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sarah mau,son

these sleepy cats need some colour! can you make these kitties even cuter?
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can you fill the page with pooches?

Join in and help share HOPE ::
in our community!
'
#HopeinNineElms

#HOPEINNINEELMS

~~~

In 2020 we have never needed hope so much. Nine Elms Art Ministry are inviting you to get involved with

~ ..........
Hope
,_., in Nine Elms~
,
It's a chance for all ages to get creative at home and help spread hope to Battersea and Nine Elms

All you need to do is:

®.

~

Think of a Messageof

Hopeyou want to share with

the community (less than 15 words)

Create it and decorateit in a square shape - using any materials you have (including old
cardboard boxes or the back of this sheet)

Takea photo and share it on social media using the

hashtag #HopeinNineElmsand
upload it via www .hopeinnineelms.com or email it to betsy.blatchley@nineelmsartsministry.org
for the chance for it to appear in a short film to be shown at Archlight Cinema when it reopens

Put your hope square in your window to share with neighbours - and keep it safe, as the plan is
to bring all the contributions together in one big Celebrationof Hope when we can
all gather again.

This is for EVERYONE- whatever age and whether you consider yourself creative or not!
To find out more and watch this short video made by Chocolate Films and supported by Wandsworth Council
go to the website:

www.hopeinnineelms.com

~ G'J@nineelmsartministry

CJ

@9ElmsArtsRev

Nine Elms Arts Ministry is an emerging community of artists and creatives exploring arts, spirituality and social justice
within the Nine Elms area on London's South Bank. They are led by Rev Betsy Blatchley, Pioneer Minister in the Arts and
supported by the Diocese of Southwark. In December 2019 they brought together over 50 organisations to create The Nine
Elms Advent Calendar of Art-with

24 free events in 24 days.
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By Olivia Huntingford

By Gus

Contact: betsy.blatchley@nineelmsartsministry.org
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By Rachel and Matteo
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07538 234774
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Creative Challenge
# collage with mati sse

Coller mea ns to Glue in Fren ch! A Coll
age is the
adding of diff eren t element s to crea
te an art wor k.

1. You need a base, like a piece of paper
(or anything you want)
2. Look at the paintings and the shapes
in green, draw shapes on colour paper
(or anything you have like newspaper old
fabric etc.)
3. Put everything together on your
base. Do you like what you see? Cut more
shapes if you want
4. When you’re ready glue everything
together.

Spray of Leaves (1953)

5. If you fancy you can
draw on top of it. You
could even use tracing
paper or pipe cleaners to
add layers!

Snail (1953)

The Sorrows of the King (1952)
For more activities, go to www.agoraartscircle.com
Share your work with us @agoraartscircle
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Discover 575 Wandsworth Road
Khadambi covered his house, why not decorate yours!

575 Wandsworth Road is a small house on a busy
London with a magical secret. It was owned by a
man called Khadambi Asalache, who was born in
Kenya and travelled to England to become a writer.

1. Take some paper and draw some shapes
like the ones below and on the other side
2. Cut them out and decorate them!
3. What about making your own shapes?
Like Khadambi, get inspired by looking &
listening what is around you! Your brain is
magic

Photo Credit Gered Mankowistz

4. Have a think about what else you can
create shapes with, perhaps make some 3D
shapes using pipe cleaners!

Discover more at
www.nationaltrust.org.uk
www.agoraartscircle.com
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You can cut these too!

Inspired by his travels as a young man, inside
almost every wall, ceiling and door is covered in
hand carved wooden decoration, which Khadambi
created using pieces of scrap wood he found in
skips to cover up a damp patch he had in his
basement.
Even though he had no training in carving, he was
able to use his creativity and over 20 years, turned
his home into a work of art.
Khadambi decorated his home with objects he
collected from his travels from places like Istanbul,
Morocco and Tanzania – or things he discovered in
local junk shops or antique fairs.
Senegalese Wall Hangings - Senegal is a country in West Africa

Discover more at
www.nationaltrust.org.uk
www.agoraartscircle.com
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6 THINGS
THINGS
WHICHHAVE
SURPRISED
t1E

Put these up on your fridge or wall and over the
next 6 weeks comp lete the lists . Look back on
what you collect and use it to inspire a piece of
writ ing, draw ing, music or performance.

THINGSI HAVE
SEEN
FROt1
t1YWINDOW

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

THINGSI NEVER
THOUGHT
WOULD
HAPPEN

THINGSI HAVEDISCOVERED
FORTHEFIRSTTlt1E

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

••THERE
ISf1UCH
f10RETHATI
f1UST
DO"SHAKESPEARE,
PERICLE

6 THINGs
THINGS
WHICH
HAVE
11ADE
11ELAUGH
OUTLOUD

THINGS
1'11LOOKING
FORWARD
TODOING
AGAIN

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

THINGS
I HAVE
CHANGED
11Y111ND
ABOUT

THINGS
I Al1NEWLY
GRATEFUL
FOR

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

BINGO
TIME!

Cross out a challenge once you have
completed it. There is no rush to do them
but cha llenge yourse lf to comp lete them all!

Done something I've
been meaning to do for
a really long time

Managed to buy
toilet paper

Taken a deep breath

Eaten a new food

Given a gift to
someone else

Learned a new skill

Given a gift to myself

Phoned a friend

Encountered
an obstacle and
overcame it

Met a new
neighbour

Read a book,
story or poem

Grown someth ing
(a beard, a plant,
a passion!)

Celebrated
someth ing

Said hello
to a stranger

Stretched

